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1. System Start [0:17]
2. Enter the Squirrel [0:52]
3. Shadowtail [1:02]
4. Forest [2:10]
5. Arctic [3:02]
6. Desert [2:22]
7. Alien [2:18]
8. Factory [2:44]
9. Machines [3:20]
10. Party [3:40]
11. This Beat is Nuts [Bonus Track] [1:24]
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This is a really beautiful and wonderful game!
Its very peaceful - No timelimits on quests/days, which makes it very relaxing. The graphics are really stunning and controls are
very smooth. I do wish items where picked up automatically since this can cause a bit of problems, but other than that, there is
no really annoying features.
This game is for sure worth the price and if you like My Time At Portia, you'll also love this game.. Feels like I'm playing a
Game Maker tutorial level.. good game :)!!!. It looked like it should be fun, but wasn't. I hate to run down anyone's creative
output, but this game just doesn't offer anything except a version of Risk that doesnt work as well as Risk does. It is simplistic
like Risk (simplistic=too simple), then adds the concept of seasons and some other things, but the add-ons increase the tedious
work of playing. Never enough boats to transport the troops, or else never enough troops for the huge amount of boats. Nothing
happens unless it's Spring. There is no real strategy, just build massive piles of armies and easily (but in a protracted and tedious
fashion) conquer the map. Meanwhile the computer AI will do silly things: playing as the USA, Japan kept invading South
America while ignoring China\/Manchuria. Really? Japan wants Honduras so badly that they keep taking it over while I gobble
up their backyard in Asia? I hate to be so negative, but this is barely an actual game. Compounding the problem is a huge
quantity of territories, any one of which or small collection of which don't really matter. No territory is very important
strategically. If you know Risk, you'll recall how you can block connections between continents and fortify them. In this game,
you just build lots of ships and take over any random place on the board...and the computer does the same.
The graphics are attractive, and perhaps the game is simply someone else's cup of tea, but I would avoid.. This is a great mecha
game similar to the old front mission games. If you like mecha games then grab this one it's well worth the price.
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This game has very good controls. I am very impressed by it. I would reccomend this game to anybody who sees it (Or needs a
workout). Has a variety of levels and will keep me entertained for 1+ hours.. I will start by saying, this is not a game to be
played lightly. Even veterans of games like Baldur's Gate or Pillars of Eternity may find themselves frustrated by what is, for
better AND worse, one of the most non-linear RPGs I've ever seen. Even the way you begin the game is open to player input, as
transferring a save file from Wizardry 7 will alter the opening portion of the game to reflect what ending you'd achieved. But,
even assuming you're starting completely fresh with a party made from scratch, Wizardry 8 doesn't hold your hand for a minute.
Character creation should be fairly familiar to any CRPG fan, selecting each party member's race, class, skills, and so on. The
setting of Wizardry offers a little more variety than your usual D&D clone, including psychics and alchemists alongside the
traditional wizards and clerics, though, true to series tradition, you can always just make a Bishop, a hybrid class that takes
longer to level up, but has access to every type of magic. New to the Wizardry series is the Gadgeteer class, which uses
technology found around the game world to replicate a number of magical effects, and has a prototype firearm that eventually
becomes quite powerful. Take care when selecting a voice for your character. Unlike many of its contemporaries (and even a
fair number of its successors), your party members in Wizardry 8 use their voices for more than just canned responses to the
player clicking on them. Each voice represents a broad personality type, and they'll frequently chime in with fully-voiced
commentary about the game's events, something that's essentially unheard of in games where the player creates the entire party,
even today.
The gameplay is where Wizardry 8 finds its biggest stumbling block. Exploration is done in first-person, though the old gridbased system used in previous titles has been abandoned in favor of a more freeform system similar to other first-person games.
Combat, however, also takes place in this system, but when a fight starts, everyone freezes, and takes their turns one at a time.
This is in a game where enemy groups can number in the literal dozens. Each enemy can take up to thirty seconds to finish
moving, and that's before they even attack. The end result is that combat can quickly become interminible, at least until your
party unlocks spells and/or gadgets that can instantly slay entire groups of enemies instantly. That said, while you might think
that the sort of power that can wipe out groups of enemies is only available in the last few hours of the game, it's actually
available much earlier than that, about two-thirds of the way through. Wizardry 8 was designed as the grand finale to an epic
quest started in Wizardry 6, almost fifteen years prior, and the designers spared no effort in making the player feel appropriately
powerful by the end. That having been said, just because you can eventually avoid the worst of the combat system, doesn't
excuse the poor execution.
Now, my appraisal of the combat in Wizardry 8 may have sounded pretty negative, but once you get past that, you'll find a game
that offers you an immense degree of freedom, even for a CRPG. For one thing, many sidequests and other opportunities only
make themselves known if you talk to the right people about the right subjects. This employs a system of keywords that must be
manually typed by the player (an optional system will save any keywords you've previously used, as well as automatically
logging any plot-critical keywords). Even the game's main quest requires that you use this system to progress, though you'll
never be at a loss regarding who you need to talk to about what when it comes to the main plot. Further, while the main plot can
seem fairly linear, every step of your journey can be completed in a number of different ways, each telling a different story.
While it's a simple enough matter to follow the optimal path through the game, saving the world, bringing peace to the game's
warring factions, and generally fulfilling the role of the conquering hero, it's just as easy to find alternate solutions, with varying
degrees of effectiveness. Play your cards right (or wrong, depending on your perspective), and your "heroes" will end up
stumbling over the finish line as the world crumbles behind them in a Coen Brothers-esque spectacle of incompetence. As far as
I'm aware, there is no way to truly lock yourself out of the game's ending, though if you kill all the NPCs, you may find yourself
sorely lacking in information.
On top of the rather open-ended storytelling, Wizardry 8 is relatively packed with interesting secrets and other little rewards for
exploring places you weren't explicitly told to visit. And did I mention that every single line of dialog in the game is voiced? SirTech may have run out of money and ultimately rushed out a somewhat unfinished product, but you can really feel the love and
effort that went into this game. If you can handle the combat being tedious, and like CRPGs, I highly recommend Wizardry 8..
cannot play game with wndows10
. With a complete experience, i'm happening to review the expansion called Sky Fortress of Just Cause 3. I guess, Sky Fortress
drifted onto my expectations and formed up an elegant experience with all those additional features. They actually did a better
development than they did with the main story. Now let me appraise it briefly.
7.5\/10.0, One fly of an experience with blasting additional contents - Aaron
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1. Takes the flying experience on another level with a fantastically weaponized wingsuit.
2. Brings more chaos and destruction with an additional province and settlements.
3. Story narration takes the way of comical and exceptional tone within a little moment.
4. More little challenges to earn gears for upgrading the weaponized wingsuit.
5. All provided additional contents turns out to be massively convenient.
So peeps, i'm thoroughly recommending and also, I'm happening to assure you that you won't be disappointed in it.. how to survive:
crow edition. This is so much fun. I spent a bunch of time playing it today when I should have been working. This is going to be my
lunch hour game for a while to come. Nice job all round. The range of alien designs reminds me of Atari's "Space Duel"; always
something new and shiny to shoot and\/or be surprised by.. Nice loco - really enjoy it. Hard to get going, but once underway,
steams along well, with good smoke and steam effects, nice heavy chuffing sounds and solid visuals. Carriages OK form outside
but poor interiors. This is a bargain in the sale. Note that you CAN use the loco if you don't have Horseshoe but only if you create a
custom train. However, the coaches are not available.. I honestly have no idea why this game is being heralded as one of the best
detective games ever. I bought it solely on the recommendation of Rock Paper Shotgun and I wish I hadn't.
It was seriously one of the most painfully slow games I've ever played in my life and the gameplay was literally a series of fetch
quests running from one end of town to the other to find keys to unlock doors or to read diaries that were conveniently written by
absolutely everyone involved in the case. Also the fact that every building in the town looks identical to each other means that it took
me a good 4 or 5 hours to get a feel for the layout which just added to the tedium. It was seriously such a slog and there is no
detective work involved at any level. Yes, you start to formulate your own theories along the way, but there's no gameplay
mechanics to support this.
Now that's not to say the game is entirely worthless but it is not even close to a great detective game. Some of the mechanics are
really cool. I like the idea that you've got a camera to photograph anything you want and the way you interact with objects is neat
but for the most part I just found myself completely frustrated that practically every room I entered had a locked door or drawer
that I couldn't access until I made my way to another room with a locked door\/drawer and eventually found a few dozen keys
which let me get access to all of the information. The story was interesting enough for me to want to finish it in one sitting, but the
pay off at the end wasn't at all worth it. I'm mind blown that this game is so well reviewed. I'd give it a 4 or 5 out of 10 and I have
to mention that I loved Gone Home, Firewatch and even Dear Esther. There was really only two moments during my play time that
I enjoyed and that was when I first used the camera and when you have to find a key in a place you've walked past a million times
without batting an eye (where you find the key to the church attic). It was a really clever idea and even though the gameplay wasn't
any better than the regular fetching, I couldn't help but smile at the ingenuity of hiding something in plain sight.
Overall I can't really recommend this game though which is sad because I love detective\/mystery games.
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